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Abstract
With the rapid growth of demand for ever-increasing data rate, spectrum resources have become more and
more scarce. As a promising technique to increase the efficiency of the spectrum utilization, cognitive radio (CR)
technique has the great potential to meet such a requirement by allowing un-licensed users to coexist in licensed
bands. In conventional CR systems, the spectrum sensing is performed at the beginning of each time slot before
the data transmission. This unfortunately results in two major problems: 1) transmission time reduction due to
sensing, and 2) sensing accuracy impairment due to data transmission. To tackle these problems, in this paper
we present a new design paradigm for future CR by exploring the full-duplex (FD) techniques to achieve the
simultaneous spectrum sensing and data transmission. With FD radios equipped at the secondary users (SUs), SUs
can simultaneously sense and access the vacant spectrum, and thus, significantly improve sensing performances and
meanwhile increase data transmission efficiency. The aim of this article is to transform the promising conceptual
framework into the practical wireless network design by addressing a diverse set of challenges such as protocol
design and theoretical analysis. Several application scenarios with FD enabled CR are elaborated, and key open
research directions and novel algorithms in these systems are discussed.
2I. INTRODUCTION
The existing and new wireless technologies, such as smart phones, wireless computers, WiFi home and
business networks are rapidly consuming radio spectrum. Unlike the wired Internet, the wireless world
has a limited amount of links to distribute. Consequently, the traditional regulation of spectrum requires a
fundamental reform in order to allow for more efficient use of the precious resource of the airwaves [1].
Cognitive radio (CR) has been widely recognized as a promising technique to increase the efficiency of
spectrum utilization [2]. It allows un-licensed secondary users (SUs) to coexist with primary users (PUs) in
licensed bands. There are basically two kinds of CR networks (CRNs): underlay and overlay. In underlay
CRNs, SUs transmit at a limited power such that they do not cause harmful interference to the primary
network. The restricted power limits the transmit range of SUs. In overlay mode, SUs need to accurately
sense the transmission of PUs’ spectrum, identify unused spectral holes to transmit and leave it when the
incumbent radio system is ready to transmit [3]. In this article, we concentrate on overlay CRNs.
Most existing CRNs deploy half-duplex (HD) radios to transmit and receive signals in two orthogonal
channels and SUs employ the well-known “Listen-before-Talk” (LBT) protocol, in which SUs sense the
target channel before transmission [3]. Though proved to be effective, the LBT protocol actually dissipates
the precious resources by employing a time-division duplexing, and thus, unavoidably suffers from two
major problems:
1) The SUs have to sacrifice transmission time for spectrum sensing, and even if the spectrum hole is
long and continuous, the data transmission needs to be split into small discontinuous slots;
2) During SUs’ transmission, SUs cannot detect the changes of PUs’ states, which leads to collision
when PUs arrive and the spectrum waste when PUs leave.
Hence, it would be desirable for SUs to continuously sense spectrum and meanwhile transmit whenever
spectrum holes are detected. This, however, seems impossible with the conventional HD systems. A
full-duplex (FD) system, where a node can send and receive signals at the same time and frequency
resources, offers the potential to achieve simultaneous sensing and transmission in CRNs. However, for
many years, it was considered impractical [4] because signal leakage from local output to input, referred
to as self interference, may overwhelm a receiver, and thus makes it impossible to extract the desired
signal. However, with the recent significant process in self interference cancelation, it has presented a
great promise to realize FD communications for future wireless networks [4].
In this article, we explore the FD techniques in CRNs, and present a novel “Listen-and-Talk” (LAT)
3protocol, by which the SUs can simultaneously perform spectrum sensing and data transmission [5].
Specifically, by equipping with FD radios, SUs can sense the target spectrum band in each time slot, and
determine if the PUs are busy or idle, and at the same time they can also transmit data or decide to keep
silent based on teh sensing results. Apparently, the proposed FD-CR system is totally different from the
traditional HD based one in many aspects, including:
• Spectrum sensing: in FD-CR, sensing is continuous, but the received signal for sensing is interfered by
the residual self-interference (RSI), which degrades the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
in sensing. While in HD-CR, there exists no RSI in received signal for sensing, but the sensing
process is discontinuous and only takes a small fraction of each slot. This leads to unreliable sensing
performance due to the inefficient number of samples to make decisions;
• Data transmission: in traditional HD-CR, the SUs can only utilize the remaining part of each slot
after sensing for data transmission. On contrary, in FD-CR, SUs can continuously transmit as long
as PUs are absent. However, in FD-CR, the data transmission affects the sensing process, and thus
there exists a constraint of transmit power to achieve acceptable sensing performance.
In summary, the FD technology enables to explore another dimension of the network resources for
increasing the capacity of CRNs. This thus requires a new design of signal processing techniques, resource
allocation algorithms, and network protocols. For example, one of the major challenges faced by FD-CR
is how to optimize the transmit power for the FD source node to maximize the system throughput. This
article comprehensively discusses the novel protocol design issues, key system parameter derivation, and
practical algorithms for FD-CR systems. In addition, we also extend the proposed FD-CR to distributed
and centralized network scenarios, and demonstrate the new research challenges and provide the latest
promising research development. Some potential research directions and open problems will be also
discussed.
II. BASICS OF FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATIONS AND COGNITIVE RADIO
This section briefly introduces a basic FD communication system and the conventional LBT protocol.
A. Full-Duplex Communication System
Fig. 1 presents a simple two-node FD communication system with a transmit and a receive antenna at
each node. The FD technique allows two nodes to transmit and receive the signals at the same frequency
and time interval, i.e., node i can transmit its signal xi (i = 1, 2) with the transmit antenna and receive
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Fig. 1. Full-Duplex Wireless Communications
x3−i from the other node via the receive antenna in the same channel simultaneously. However, this leads
to severe self-interference caused by the signal leakage from the transmit RF unit to the receive RF unit,
as shown in Fig. 1. In practical FD systems, the self-interference cannot be completely canceled, such that
the signals received at each node is a combination of the signal transmitted by the other source, the RSI,
and the noise. Specifically, the RSI can be typically modeled as AWGN, Rayleigh or Rician distributed
variables [4], [6], of which the variance is proportional to the transmit power.
B. Conventional Cognitive Radio Communication System
In a conventional CRN, SUs are allowed to access the spectrum allocated to PUs without causing
severe interference at the primary network. The typical assumptions are that PUs do not notify SUs when
they begin or stop transmission, and do not wait when SUs are using the channel. Thus, SUs need to
reliably identify the spectrum holes to access and backoff when PUs appear. Typically, SUs’ traffics are
slotted, and every SU’s time slot is divided into two sub-slots for sensing and data transmission [3]. At
the beginning of each slot, all SUs sense the spectrum with a certain sensing strategy such as energy
detection, matched filter detection, cyclostationary feature detection, or cooperative detection, and test the
following two hypothesises: (1) the spectrum is idle; and (2) the spectrum is occupied by a PU. Once the
spectrum is judged idle, some SUs transmit in the rest time of the slot according to a certain scheduling
scheme to minimize the probability of potential collision among SUs [7].
III. LISTEN-AND-TALK (LAT) PROTOCOL
In this section, we present our proposed LAT protocol by exploring the FD techniques at SUs in CRNs.
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Fig. 2. System Model of the LAT Protocol.
A. The LAT Protocol
Fig. 2 shows the system model of the LAT protocol. Consider a CR system consisting of one PU
and one SU pair (see the left side of Fig. 2), in which SU1 is the secondary transmitter and SU2 is
the receiver. Each SU is equipped with two FD antennas Ant1 and Ant2. SU1 performs sensing and
transmission simultaneously: Ant1 senses the spectrum continuously while Ant2 transmits data when a
spectrum hole is detected. Specifically, at the end of each slot, SU1 makes the decision on the PU’s
presence, and determines whether to transmit or not in the next slot. Assume that the PU can utilize the
spectrum freely, and thus, there exist the following four cases of spectrum utilization, as shown in the
right side of Fig. 2:
• Case1: the spectrum is occupied only by the PU, and SU1 is silent.
• Case2: the PU is absent, and SU1 utilizes the spectrum.
• Case3: neither the PU nor SU1 is active, and there remains a spectrum hole.
• Case4: the PU and SU1 both transmit, and a collision happens.
Among these four cases, Case1 and Case2 are the normal cases, and Case3 and Case4 are referred to
as spectrum waste and collision, respectively. The spectrum waste ratio and the collision ratio are the
most important metrics to measure sensing performance. One key challenge in using the FD technique
is that the transmit signal at Ant2 of SU1 is received by Ant1, causing irreducible RSI, which then has
strong impacts on the sensing performance. Specifically, when Ant2 is idle, the received signal at Ant1
6TABLE I
KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS IN THE LAT
Key Parameters Design Methods
Sensing Scheme The LAT protocol uses energy detection as the sensing scheme, which requires less priori information
of PU’s signal patterns than other detection strategies1; however, the impact of RSI needs to be
carefully considered since the average received power increases significantly with the transmit power.
Sensing Threshold The expected received power varies with the transmission of SUs due to the RSI, and the expected
received power increases with the transmit power. Thus, the sensing threshold at a certain SU under
the LAT protocol is no longer fixed, but adjusted with its transmit power. Thus, the SU needs to
check its own activity and choose the best threshold accordingly in each slot.
Length of Time Slot Generally, a longer time slot length leads to better sensing performances since more samples are
considered, but, the probability that the PU changes its state in one slot also increases, which would
make the sensing unreliable. Thus, a modest slot length needs to be carefully designed.
only contains the potential PU’s signal and noise, and is free of RSI; once the data transmission begins,
the RSI is introduced to the received signal, which may lead to a sharp decrease of SINR in sensing.
B. Key Design Parameters
The protocol design needs to satisfy the strict constraint that the interference of SUs to the primary
network should not exceed a certain level of the probability of collision:
Pc = lim
t→∞
Collision duration
PU’s transmission time . (1)
From (1), the sensing strategy, thresholds, and slot length can be derived and optimized as shown in
Table I.
C. Performance Analysis
1) Power-throughput Tradeoff: The saturated throughput of SUs can be calculated as
C = R · (1− Pw) , (2)
where Pw represents the ratio of wasted spectrum hole and R denotes the transmission rate of the channel.
Let’s consider the relation between transmit power and the two factors R and (1− Pw). On one hand,
the rate R is positively proportional to SU’s transmit power. On the other hand, the sensing performance
degrades with the increase of RSI, i.e., with the same RSI level, the false alarm probability increases with
1Note that other detection methods can also be used in the sensing process [13].
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Fig. 3. Power-Throughput Curves, in which the curves represent the analytical performance, and the circles on curves show the simulation
results.
the transmit power under the same constraint of the collision probability [5]. And this, in turn, leads to
the lift of Pw and the decrease of (1− Pw).
Thus, there exists a power-throughput tradeoff in this protocol: when the secondary transmit power
is low, the RSI is negligible, and the spectrum will be used more efficiently, yet the ceiling throughput
is limited by R; when the transmit power increases, the channel rate becomes higher, but the sensing
performance is degraded due to the RSI.
Fig. 3 shows the throughput performance of the LAT protocol in terms of secondary transmit power.
The small circles are the simulated results and the thin solid line depicts the ideal case with perfect
RSI cancelation. Without the RSI, the sensing performance is not affected by transmit power, and thus
the throughput always goes up with the power. It can be used to serve as an upper bound for the LAT
performance. The thick dash-dotted, dotted and dash lines in the middle are the typical cases, in which we
can clearly observe the power-throughput tradeoff and identify the local optimal power (the asterisks in
the figure). With the decrease of the RSI (χ2 = power of RSISU’s transmit power for -10dB, -20dB, and -30dB), the optimal
transmit power increases, and the corresponding throughput goes to a higher level. This is because the
smaller the RSI is, the closer it approaches the ideal case, and the deterioration cause by self-interference
becomes dominant under a higher power. However, when χ2 is sufficiently large and close to 1, there exists
8TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN LAT AND LBT
Parameters LAT LBT
Spatial Correlation NA Both sensing and transmission deteriorate with
the increase of spatial correlation.
Sensing Duration NA Non-monotonous impact. An optimal ratio of
sensing duration can be found [8].
Secondary Slot Length Only sensing performance needs to be considered
in the optimization. The optimal slot length is
typically similar to sensing duration in LBT.
It requires the joint optimization of the durations
of sensing and transmission sub-slots.
Secondary Transmit Power The power-throughput tradeoff exists, and a local
optimal transmit power can be found.
Throughput increases with the power
monotonously.
RSI Level Better suppression level leads to higher local
optimal power and throughput.
NA
no power-throughput tradeoff (see the thick solid line denoting the cases when χ2 = −0.46dB = 0.9).
The sensing performance is unreliable even if the transmit power is small and no local optimal point
can be found in this curve. One noticeable feature of the LAT protocol shows in Fig. 3 is that when
self-interference exists, all curves approach the thin dotted line C = 0.5R when the power goes up. This
line indicates the case that the spectrum waste is 0.5, i.e., the sensing is totally ineffective. When the
transmit power is too large, severe self-interference largely degrades the performance of spectrum sensing.
And the larger χ2 is, the earlier the sensing gets unbearable and the throughput approaches the line for
C = 0.5× log
2
(1 + γt).
As shown in both analytical and simulated results, in low power region, the SUs’ throughput first
increases and then decreases such that a local optimal transmit power can be found; while in high power
region, the SUs’ throughput increases monotonically with the power. For each SU, the maximum transmit
power is limited by the physical structure. The existence of the local optimal transmit power indicates
that the maximum power may not always be the best choice to achieve the highest throughput. Instead,
if the maximum power exceeds the local optimal one, yet it is not high enough, a modest power may be
much better than the maximum one in achieving both higher throughput and longer transmission time.
2) Comparison between the LAT and Conventional LBT Protocol: Since there exist limitations for both
LBT and LAT protocols, we make comparisons under the same model shown in Fig. 2. For fairness, in
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the LBT, SU1 uses both antennas to sense and transmit, and correlation between the two antennas needs
to be considered. In the LBT, the data transmission time is reduced because of spectrum sensing, while
in the LAT, the RSI is the main problem that decreases the performance2. Here we list some important
parameters that influence the SUs’ throughput in Table II. Note that the proposed LAT may not always
outperform the conventional protocol, especially when secondary transmit power is sufficiently large and
the impact of RSI becomes unbearable. However in most cases, the LAT performs better due to its higher
utilization efficiency of the spectrum holes and prompt detection and reaction to the PU’s state change.
IV. FULL-DUPLEX COGNITIVE RADIO APPLICATIONS
In this section, we focus on some key unique applications of FD CR systems.
A. Distributed Scenarios
The distributed scheme does not have any central infrastructure for coordinating the common channel
access procedure. Hence, each FD-CR user that is going to transmit has to take the contention procedures
and resolve possible collisions.
2Note that if the LAT system is compared with conventional LBT system consisting of SUs with single antenna, the comparison would
be more straightforward since there exists no spatial correlation in the LBT. Also, the switching would still exist due to the effects of RSI.
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1) Distributed Spectrum Access Scheme: We first introduce a simple distributed FD-CR system. Con-
sider M non-cooperative FD-SUs contending for one channel of PUs [10]. Each SU senses the channel
by the LAT protocol independently, and accesses the spectrum without communicating with each other.
To avoid collision among SUs, a distributed dynamic spectrum access (DSA) scheme is needed. The
difference of using the FD technique in the design of DSA scheme is that PUs are no longer “blind” to
SUs when SUs are transmitting data, instead, SUs can detect in real time the state changes of PUs and
other SUs continuously, and when collision happens, SUs can backoff immediately before finishing the
current packet. This brings about the possibility of a new DSA scheme with the less spectrum waste and
shorter collision length.
2) Full-Duplex MIMO System: As shown in Fig. 4, it consists of a pair of FD MIMO transceivers,
nodes A and B , where each node is equipped with multiple antennas (N), respectively. In each node,
some antennas (Ns) are used for sensing, some (Nt) for data transmission, and some (Nr) can be used for
receiving data from the other CR node. Both nodes operate in the same frequency band at the same time.
Hence, if Ns = N , the system becomes the traditional CR with LBT; When all these three parameters are
employed, this system supports bi-directional communication while sensing, but the interference is quite
complicated among the antennas.
B. Centralized Scenarios
In the centralized scenarios, an access point (AP) establishes the connection with the mobile users,
which are served in the coverage area.
1) Full-Duplex Cognitive Access Point System: Fig. 5 shows a simple secondary AP system consisting
of a FD cognitive OFDM-AP with 2 antennas and a number of SUs [11]. One antenna in the AP senses
the PU’s spectrum, and the other antenna provides wireless service for the SUs, in which the downlink
transmission brings the RSI to the sensing results. Hence, how to assign SUs to the proper subcarriers
and adjust the transmit power becomes essential for the system performance.
2) Full-Duplex Cognitive Relay System: By equipping the relay node with a FD radio, the relay can
receive and retransmit signals simultaneously, and thus spectral efficiency can be improved, compared to
the traditional HD relay. Fig. 6 illustrates a simple FD cognitive relay system consisting of one source,
one destination, and one FD relay node. Both the source and relay nodes use the same time-frequency
resource and the relay node works in the FD mode with 3 antennas (one for spectrum sensing, one for
reception, and one for transmission). The communication process can be briefly described below:
11
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• The source transmits signals to the FD relay;
• At the same time, the FD cognitive relay performs spectrum sensing;
• And the relay forwards the signals received in the previous time slots to the destination.
Note that different from traditional HD relay, the FD relay uses two antennas to receive data from the
PU for sensing and the source for data forwarding. Thus, since FD works in the same frequency band,
these two receive antennas actually have a combination of the PU, source, and RSI signals.
V. RESEARCH PROBLEMS
In this section, we summarize the main research problems for FD-CR communication systems. Similar
to the traditional wireless systems, multi-dimensional resource on space, time, frequency, power, and nodes
need to be properly managed to optimize the overall system performance. Specially, FD communication
provides another dimension of resource and its performance is also greatly affected by the RSI. Some
key research problems as well as possible solutions are also summarized.
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A. Signal Processing Techniques
1) Spectrum Sensing: The non-cooperative narrowband sensing has been elaborated in Section III.
However, the degradation of sensing performance becomes unbearable when transmit power is high. A
promising solution for this problem is cooperative sensing, in which the sensing results of several SUs are
combined to make a final decision. However, when employing cooperative spectrum sensing in FD-CRNs,
there is interference from the transmitting SU to other SUs, which makes the local sensing different from
the conventional HD case [9].
Also, since CRNs will eventually be required to exploit spectrum opportunities over a wide frequency
range, a FD-enabled wideband sensing scheme is needed. With the impact of RSI, the original sparsity,
which is the base for conventional wideband sensing scheme, would change, and the whole sensing scheme
may be different.
2) Multiple Antenna Techniques: If multiple antennas are equipped at the FD-CRs, beamforming and
antenna selection can be employed to further improve the secondary network performance:
• Transmit beamforming: transmit beamforming is used to control the directionality of transmission in
order to provide a large antenna array gain in the desired directions. For a FD cognitive MIMO system,
the transmit antenna set at each FD-CR node can perform transmit beamforming to simultaneously
transmit information and reduce the interference to its own received sensing signals. The design is
to jointly optimize the sum rate of the system. If the FD cognitive AP node, which serves a group of
users, is equipped with multiple antennas, it may be able to support multiple downlink transmissions
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while maintaining reliable sensing performance by using certain structure of antennas to minimize
the RSI.
• Antenna selection: for a FD-CR node, especially a node with multiple antennas, each antenna
can be configured to sense (receive) or transmit the signals. This creates an important problem to
optimally select the antenna configurations optimize the system performance [6]. In a FD cognitive
MIMO system, the problem is to choose one group of antennas to sense the spectrum, one group
to transmit and the rest to receive signals from another SU simultaneously. Such a combinatorial
problem becomes much complicated as the number of antennas increases. Similarly, in a general FD
cognitive relay system, each relay can adaptively select its sense and transmit and receive antennas
based on the instantaneous channel conditions to achieve reliable sensing as well as maximum SINR
in transmissions.
B. Dynamic Spectrum Access and Management
DSA is the key approach in the CRNs, through which, a cognitive wireless node is able to adaptively
and dynamically transmit and receive data in a changing radio environment.
1) Distributed Dynamic Spectrum Access: In many scenarios such as in ad hoc CRNs where the
SUs compete for several PU channels, deploying a central controller is not always possible. Therefore,
distributed DSA will be required, by which each SU has to independently gather, exchange, and process
the information of the wireless environment. The commonly used CSMA/CA in distributed DSA with HD
users can effectively reduce collision probability [7], but some problems still exist: (1) collision among
the SUs can never be detected if the SUs are synchronized, such that the secondary transmission may
fail to a large scale, and (2) SUs cannot abort transmission when collision happens, which leads to long
collision duration. With FD-CR, the SUs can not only detect the presence of PUs, but also detect collision
with other SUs during transmission, such that the collision duration is reduced significantly. But the RSI
may degrade the collision detection accuracy, which cannot be ignored [10].
2) Centralized Dynamic Spectrum Access: For the centralized DSA, a central controller is deployed to
gather and process information about the wireless environment. Therefore, the decision of the SUs to access
the spectrum can be made such that the desired system-wide objectives are achieved. This centralized
control method fits very well the FD cognitive AP/relay scenarios, where the AP/relay performs spectrum
sensing and monitors the users below. Specifically, in a FD cognitive AP system consisting of one FD
OFDM AP and some downlink SUs, a fundamental challenge is how to match available subcarriers with
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downlink SUs to optimize the network performance [11]. In this scenario, the consideration of tolerable
RSI at the AP for reliable sensing is the main difference from conventional radio allocation problems.
Similarly, in a FD cognitive relay system consisting of multiple secondary source and destination pairs
and a FD relay node, the corresponding subcarriers should be properly allocated taking account of the
RSI.
3) Power Control: Power control has been a commonly used approach in multi-user communication
systems to optimize system performance such as link data rate, network capacity and coverage. Unlike
traditional wireless networks, FD-CR communication suffers from RSI which deteriorate sensing perfor-
mance when transmit power increases. Therefore, the corresponding power control algorithm needs to be
properly redesigned in order to optimize system performance. Different power constraints, e.g. total or
individual transmit power, will lead to different designs and final solutions. Moreover, as detailed below,
different FD-CR systems require different power control algorithms:
• FD cognitive MIMO system: the antennas at the FD node are divided into sensing, receive and
transmit antenna sets with individual power constraints. Considering the RSI at the sensing set, the
optimal power pouring mechanism can be significantly different from the conventional water-filling.
• FD cognitive relay system: the relay is under individual power constraint, and both the relayed signals
and sensing results are corrupted by the RSI. Increasing the transmit power at the relay will increase
the SNR at the destination, but on the other side decrease the accuracy of sensing and blur the
received signals from the source. The optimization needs to consider these issues.
• FD cognitive AP system: the FD cognitive AP should sense the spectrum while communicating
with the SUs at the same time. The transmit power can be allocated at the AP side with total power
constraint by splitting the power among all the subcarriers for different SUs. Thus, the optimal power
control needs to jointly consider sensing and transmission in different subcarriers.
C. Multiple Networks Coexistence
Spectrum sharing has been recognized as a key remedy for the spectrum scarcity problem, especially
after the successful deployment of WLAN and WPAN devices on an unlicensed band (e.g. ISM band).
However, severe performance degradation has been observed when heterogeneous devices share the same
frequency band due to mutual interference rooted in the lack of coordination. The cooperative busy
tone (CBT) algorithm allows a separate node to schedule a busy tone concurrently with the desired
transmission, and thereby improving the visibility among difference sorts of devices [12]. But preventing
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the busy signal from interfering the data packet still remains a problem. By deploying the FD techniques,
the coexistence between heterogeneous networks may become more flexible. The research problem is to
further reduce the RSI impact and realize efficient spectrum access management.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This article presented a new paradigm for future CR by exploring the FD technology to allow the SUs to
simultaneously sense and access the vacant spectrum. Novel protocol design and key parameter derivation
have been explained in depth. Both analytical and simulated results indicated that the proposed LAT
protocol can efficiently improve the spectrum utilization. Feasible applications with FD enabled CR have
been elaborated into centralized and distributed scenarios. The associated signal processing and spectrum
access problems in these systems were also outlined. Future work may further study the scenario with
multiple PUs and SUs in CRNs, and introduce basic economic theories as a tool to study and analyze
FD-CRNs, such as dynamic spectrum access and spectrum trading problems.
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